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Abstract The measurement of the luminosity recorded by
the CMS detector installed at LHC interaction point 5, using
proton–proton collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in 2015 and 2016,
is reported. The absolute luminosity scale is measured for
individual bunch crossings using beam-separation scans (the
van der Meer method), with a relative precision of 1.3 and
1.0% in 2015 and 2016, respectively. The dominant sources
of uncertainty are related to residual differences between the
measured beam positions and the ones provided by the oper-
ational settings of the LHC magnets, the factorizability of
the proton bunch spatial density functions in the coordinates
transverse to the beam direction, and the modeling of the
effect of electromagnetic interactions among protons in the
colliding bunches. When applying the van der Meer cali-
bration to the entire run periods, the integrated luminosities
when CMS was fully operational are 2.27 and 36.3 fb−1 in
2015 and 2016, with a relative precision of 1.6 and 1.2%,
respectively. These are among the most precise luminosity
measurements at bunched-beam hadron colliders.
1 Introduction
Luminosity, L, is a key parameter at particle colliders. Along
with the energy available in the center-of-mass system, it is
one of the two main figures of merit that quantify the poten-
tial for delivering large data samples and producing novel
massive particles. The instantaneous luminosity L(t) is the
process-independent ratio of the rate R(t) of events produced
per unit of time dt to the cross section σ for a given pro-
cess. The fundamental limitations on precise predictions for
these cross sections (e.g., from quantum chromodynamics)
motivate the techniques used for luminosity measurements
at various types of colliders. The precise determination of
the integrated luminosity,
∫ L(t)dt , has proven particularly
challenging at hadron colliders, with an achieved precision
typically ranging from 1 to 15% [1]. The “precision frontier”
target of 1% [2] does not reflect a fundamental limitation, but
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rather results from a variety of uncorrelated sources of sys-
tematic uncertainty with typical magnitudes of 0.1–0.5%. In
this paper, we report the precise determination of the abso-
lute luminosity at the CERN LHC interaction point (IP) 5
with the CMS detector [3], using data from proton–proton
(pp) collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV collected in 2015 and 2016.
A central component of the physics program at the LHC
consists of measurements that can precisely test the valid-
ity of standard model (SM) predictions, e.g., cross sections
for the production of electroweak gauge bosons [4,5] or top
quark pairs [6,7]. A good understanding of the luminosity is
critical to minimize the systematic uncertainty in these mea-
surements. The uncertainty in the luminosity measurement is
often the dominant systematic uncertainty [5–7], motivating
an effort to improve its precision.
Stable luminosity information is also crucial to the efforts
of the LHC operators to optimize the performance of the
accelerator [8,9]. In this context, it is important to provide
luminosity information in real time at a high enough fre-
quency to facilitate rapid optimization. The ability to mea-
sure the luminosity of individual bunch crossings (bunch-
by-bunch luminosity) is also necessary so that the distribu-
tion of number of collisions per crossings is known to the
experiments. This information is important when preparing
simulations as well as optimization of thresholds to keep
event-recording rates near data acquisition design targets.
An absolute luminosity scale is obtained with good
accuracy using the direct method of van der Meer (vdM)
scans [10–13]. In these scans, the transverse separation of
the two beams is varied over time and the resulting rate of
some physical observables (e.g., number of charged particles
passing through a silicon detector or energy deposited in a
calorimeter) as a function of separation is used to extract the
effective beam size. The absolute luminosity at one point in
time can then be calculated from measurable beam param-
eters – namely, the transverse spatial widths of the over-
lap of the beams and the number of protons in each beam.
To achieve the desired accuracy in the absolute luminos-
ity calibration, the vdM scans are typically performed under
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carefully tailored conditions and with beam parameters opti-
mized for that purpose [1], in conjunction with processing the
input from accelerator instrumentation and multiple detec-
tor systems. A relative normalization method is then needed
to transfer the absolute luminosity calibration to the com-
plete data-taking period. To this end, for a given subdetector,
the cross section σvis in the “visible” phase space region,
defined by its acceptance, is measured for several observ-
ables. The integrated luminosity is obtained from the σvis-
calibrated counts accumulated for a given period of data tak-
ing. Changes in the detector response over time can result in
variations in σvis, which could appear as nonlinearity and/or
long-term instability in the measured luminosity.
To address these challenges, CMS employs a multifaceted
approach, in which measurements from various individual
subsystems are used to produce a final luminosity value with
high precision, good linearity, and stability. Several methods
and independent detectors are used to provide redundancy
and to minimize any bias originating from detector effects.
The LHC orbit is divided into a total of 3564 time windows
25 ns long (bunch crossing slots), each of which can poten-
tially contain a colliding bunch. However, the total number
of filled bunch crossings is limited by design to a maximum
of 2808 by the choice of the beam production scheme in
the injectors and constraints from the rise times of injec-
tion and extraction kicker magnets in the various accelera-
tors involved [14]. Furthermore, the length of the injections in
2015 and 2016 was limited by the maximal tolerable heat load
in the arcs due to electron clouds (2015) and safety considera-
tions in the LHC injection system with very luminous beams
(2016) [15]. The bunch crossings are numbered with an iden-
tification number (BCID) in the range 1–3564. The specific
pattern of filled and empty bunch crossings used in a single
fill is known as the “filling scheme”; a typical filling scheme
is composed of long strings of consecutive bunches, up to 72
bunches long, called a “train”, with the individual trains sep-
arated by gaps of varying lengths. Generally, filling schemes
also include some number of noncolliding bunch crossings,
where one beam is filled but the other remains empty; these
can be used to study effects from beam-induced background.
The two LHC beams are designated “beam 1” and “beam 2”,
where beam 1 (beam 2) circulates in the clockwise (counter-
clockwise) direction, as viewed from above [14].
For Run 2 of the LHC, the period from 2015 to 2018
featuring pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV, the CMS lumi-
nosity systems were significantly upgraded and expanded.
We report the results for the first two years [16], in which
the operational conditions feature a wide range in the num-
ber of colliding bunches nb and instantaneous luminosity,
reaching a maximum of 2232 and 2208, and 0.5 × 1034
and 1.5 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 in 2015 and 2016, respectively.
In the majority of pp LHC fills in Run 2, the bunches are
spaced 25 ns apart. The initial Run 2 data set delivered with
a bunch spacing of 50 ns is negligibly small [17], and hence
not included in this paper. In this paper, “pileup” refers to the
total number of pp interactions in a single bunch crossing,
and “out-of-time pileup” refers to additional pp collisions
in nearby bunches. For a total inelastic pp cross section of
80 mb [18,19], the pileup during nominal physics data-taking
conditions in 2015 (2016) extended from 5 to 35 (10 to 50)
with an expected average (μ) of about 14 (27) pp interactions.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 the CMS
detector is described with special emphasis on the subde-
tectors used to derive observables for luminosity estimation,
and in Sect. 3 we review the methods to obtain the luminos-
ity information. Section 4 describes the vdM scan calibration
method and the associated systematic uncertainty. Sections 5
and 6 outline the corrections applied to the luminosity algo-
rithms and their resulting performance, respectively. Finally,
Sect. 7 outlines the sources of corrections and the associ-
ated systematic uncertainties, and presents the main results.
A summary is given in Sect. 8.
2 The CMS detector
The CMS detector is a multipurpose apparatus designed to
study high-pT physics processes in pp collisions, as well as
a broad range of phenomena in heavy ion collisions. The
central element of CMS is a 3.8 T superconducting solenoid,
13 m in length and 6 m in diameter. Within the solenoid vol-
ume are – in order of increasing radius from the beam pipe –
a silicon pixel and strip tracker of high granularity for mea-
suring charged particles up to pseudorapidity (η) of ±2.5; a
lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter for mea-
surements of the energy of photons, electrons, and the elec-
tromagnetic component of hadronic showers (“jets”); and a
brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter, each composed of
a barrel and two endcap sections, for jet energy measure-
ments. The forward hadron (HF) calorimeter uses steel as
an absorber and quartz fibers as the sensitive material. The
two halves of the HF are located 11.2 m from the interaction
region, one on each end, and together they provide coverage
in the range 3.0 < |η| < 5.2, hence extending the pseudora-
pidity coverage provided by the barrel and endcap detectors.
Outside the magnet, and within the range |η| < 2.4, is the
muon system [20], which is embedded in the iron flux-return
yoke. It is composed of detection planes made using three
technologies: drift tubes (DTs) in the barrel, cathode strip
chambers (CSCs) in the endcaps, and resistive plate cham-
bers (RPCs) both in the barrel and in the endcaps.
Events of interest for physics are selected using a two-
tiered trigger system [21]. The first-level trigger, composed
of custom hardware processors, uses information from the
calorimeters and muon detectors to select events at a rate of
around 100 kHz. The second level, known as the high-level
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trigger, consists of a farm of processors running a version
of the full event reconstruction software optimized for fast
processing, and reduces the event rate to around 1 kHz before
data storage.
Several subdetectors, although not part of the main CMS
data acquisition (DAQ) system, provide additional inputs
(e.g., binary logic signals) to the triggering system. The two
beam monitors closest to the IP for each LHC experiment,
the Beam Pick-up Timing for eXperiments (BPTX) detec-
tors [22], are reserved for timing measurements. They are
located on either side of IP 5 at a distance of approximately
175 m. The BPTX system can be used to provide a set of
zero-bias events (i.e., events from nominally colliding bunch
crossings but without a requirement for any specific activ-
ity in the event) by requiring a coincidence between the
two BPTX sides. To suppress noise in triggers with high
background, the presence of this coincidence is typically
required [21].
The knowledge of the integrated luminosity requires sta-
bility over long periods of time, and hence benefits greatly
from redundant measurements whose combination can lead
to an improved precision. To that end, several upgrades were
completed during the first LHC long shutdown (LS1), the
transition period between LHC Run 1 (2009–2012) and Run
2. The main luminosity subdetectors (luminometers) in Run
1 were the silicon pixel detector and the HF. The HF back-
end electronics, which were upgraded during LS1, consist
of two independent readout systems: a primary readout over
optical links for physics data taking, and a secondary read-
out using Ethernet links, explicitly reserved for luminosity
data. In addition, two other luminometers were designed,
constructed, and commissioned: the Pixel Luminosity Tele-
scope (PLT) [23] and the Fast Beam Conditions Monitor
(BCM1F) [24]. Finally, a separate DAQ system was devel-
oped that is independent of the central DAQ system [21,25],
so that HF, PLT, and BCM1F data, as well as LHC beam-
related data, are collected and stored in a time- rather than
event-based manner.
The luminometers, along with the accompanying algo-
rithms used to estimate the instantaneous luminosity in Run
2, are briefly described in the following. Figure 1 shows an
overview of the position of these luminometers within CMS.
A more detailed description of the rest of the CMS detector,
together with a definition of the coordinate system used and
the relevant kinematic variables, is reported in Ref. [3].
2.1 Silicon pixel cluster counting
The pixel cluster counting (PCC) method, which uses the
mean number of pixel clusters in the silicon pixel detector,
exploits the very large number of pixels in the inner part of
the CMS tracking system. The number of pixels in 2015–
2016 was about 7 × 107, which means that the probability
of a given pixel being hit by two different charged particles
from the same bunch crossing is exceedingly small. The mean
number of pixel clusters in simulated zero-bias events is of
the order of 100 per pp collision, although the precise mean
depends on the fraction of the detector used for a given data
set. Assuming each pixel cluster comprises five pixels and
using a typical pileup for the 2016 running of μ = 27, the





 100 × 5 × 27
7 × 107 = 0.02%. (1)
The probability of accidental overlap between pixel clusters
is correspondingly small, and, as a consequence, the number
of pixel clusters per bunch crossing is linearly dependent on
pileup, and therefore an accurate measure of instantaneous
luminosity. Simulated pp collision events that contain only
in-time pileup and detector noise are generated using pythia
version 8.223 [19] with the CUETP8M1 [18,26] tune. The
simulated events include a full simulation of the CMS detec-
tor response based on Geant4 [27]. For the sake of simplic-
ity, the number of pileup interactions present in each simu-
lated event is randomly generated from a Poisson distribution
with μ up to 50. Figure 2 shows a representative PCC dis-
tribution at μ = 45 and the average PCC as a function of
μ. The latter distribution is fitted with a first-order polyno-
mial, assuming no correlations among different values of μ.
Good agreement is seen based on the estimated goodness-
of-fit χ2 per degree of freedom (dof) value of about 0.5 [28],
indicating linearity under simulated conditions.
Only the components (modules) of the pixel subdetector
that are stable for the entire period of data taking are used
for the PCC rate measurements, excluding pixel modules
known to be defective or significantly affected by the limited
size of the readout buffer [29]. The measured σvis for PCC,
σ PCCvis , therefore depends on the data-taking period (i.e., one
calibration per year).
2.2 Primary vertex counting
The primary vertex counting (PVC) method uses the vertices
that have been reconstructed using the tracks in the CMS
detector. For this method, a good primary vertex is defined to
be one with 11 or more tracks. This requirement is sufficient
to suppress spurious vertices [29], and results in better vertex
resolution.
The PVC method is simple and robust, but suffers from
mild nonlinearity effects when there are many collisions in
a single bunch crossing. There are two competing effects.
In one effect, primary vertices from two collisions occur-
ring close to one another in space are merged, leading to an
undercounting of vertices. In the other effect, the very large
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Fig. 1 Schematic cross section through the CMS detector in the r -z
plane. The main luminometers in Run 2, as described in the text, are
highlighted, showing the silicon pixel detector, PLT, BCM1F, DTs, and
HF. The two RAMSES monitors used as a luminometer in Run 2 are
located directly behind HF. In this view, the detector is symmetric about
the horizontal and vertical axes, so only one quarter is shown here. The
center of the detector, corresponding to the approximate position of the
pp collision point, is located at the origin. Solid lines represent distinct
η values
numbers of tracks associated with numerous collisions can
produce spurious vertices, leading to overcounting. The pre-
cision with which these effects are understood falls short of
the ≈ 1% level needed for luminosity studies. However, dur-
ing vdM scans these effects are minimal because of the very
low pileup, and so PVC is very useful as a validation tool
for the vdM analysis in the measurement of beam-dependent
parameters.
2.3 Forward hadron calorimeter
The HF luminosity measurement uses the separate readout
described above, so the measurement can be performed at
the full 40 MHz bunch crossing rate. The back-end electron-
ics upgrade during LS1 added new electronics using field-
programmable gate array (FPGA) technology such that sev-
eral features of the readout were separately programmable
for luminosity histogramming, i.e., identifying and counting
the readout channels. Although the whole HF is capable of
being read out for luminosity use, only the two outer rings in
η are used to ensure uniform occupancy and minimize minor
nonlinearities expected from simulation.
The computation of the HF observable is based on the
occupancy method (HFOC). In this method, the fraction of
channel measurements above an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) threshold is used for each bunch slot in a configurable
time window. The ADC threshold is set high enough to avoid
most noise and as low as possible otherwise. Both the ADC
threshold and the integration time of the histograms between
readouts are configurable, but they were fixed during data
taking in 2015 and 2016. The number of valid measurements
is also stored, so the fraction of events with hits above thresh-
old can be computed.
2.4 Pixel Luminosity Telescope
The PLT is a dedicated system for measuring luminosity
using silicon pixel sensors, installed in Run 2, at the begin-
ning of 2015. There are a total of 48 sensors arranged into
16 “telescopes”, eight at either end of CMS outside the pixel
endcap. Each telescope contains three sensor planes which
are arranged in a triplet that faces the IP. The sensors measure
8×8 mm2, divided into 80 rows and 52 columns, although
only the central region of the sensors is used to reduce the
contribution from background. The PLT measures the rate of
triple coincidences, where a hit is observed in all three planes,
typically corresponding to a track from a particle originating
at the IP. The overall mean rate for PLT is estimated using the
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Fig. 2 The upper plot shows the number of pixel clusters and their
statistical uncertainty from simulation of pileup following a Poisson
distribution with a mean of 45. The lower plot shows the mean number
of pixel clusters from simulation as a function of mean pileup. The red
curve is a first-order polynomial fit with slope and χ2/dof values shown
in the legend. Only pixel modules considered for the PCC measurement
in data are included. The lower panel of the lower plot shows the dif-
ference between the simulation and the linear fit in black points. The
green band is the final linearity uncertainty for the 2016 data set
fraction of events where no triple coincidences are observed
(as described in Sect. 3) in order to avoid potential systematic
effects from overlapping tracks being counted as a single hit.
2.5 Fast beam conditions monitor
The BCM1F measures luminosity and beam-induced back-
ground separately. It consists of a total of 24 sensors mounted
on the same carriage as the PLT. Single-crystal diamond sen-
sors are used with split-pad metallization. Each sensor has
two readout channels to keep the overall occupancy low,
given the experimental conditions in Run 2. The BCM1F
features a fast readout with 6.25 ns time resolution. The pre-
cise time measurement allows hits from collision products to
be separated from beam-induced background hits, while the
incoming background is separated in time from the outgoing
collision products due to the position of BCM1F 1.8 m from
the center of CMS.
2.6 Drift tube muon detector
The luminosity measurement based on the DT muon detec-
tor [20] is based on an efficient trigger on a low-background
physics object: muons produced in the CMS barrel. Muon
track segments from barrel muon DT stations are sent every
bunch crossing to track finder hardware, where tracks are
built and later used to generate first level triggers. The num-
ber of tracks in time windows of approximately 23 s is read
out and stored in a database. These data are used to estimate
luminosity. The rate of muons in the DTs is significantly
lower than the rate for most other observables from other
luminometers. Thus, there are not enough muon tracks dur-
ing the vdM scans to provide a precise measurement of σvis,
and so the system must be calibrated to the normalized PCC
luminosity measurement. On the other hand, the muon candi-
date rate has been observed to be linear with luminosity and
rather stable over time. The luminosity data of this system
are integrated over all bunches.
2.7 Radiation monitoring system for the environment and
safety
The Radiation Monitoring System for the Environment and
Safety (RAMSES) is a monitoring subsystem of the unified
supervisory CERN system [30,31]. There are 10 ionization
chambers filled with air at atmospheric pressure that are used
as monitors installed in the CMS experimental cavern. They
are sensitive to ionizing radiation and can monitor the ambi-
ent dose equivalent rate. Thus, they generate alarms and inter-
locks to ensure the safety of the personnel. This system is
maintained and calibrated by the LHC radiation protection
group.
While not designed as a luminometer, the two cham-
bers with the highest rates (designated PMIL55X14 and
PMIL55X15) have been used to produce a luminosity mea-
surement with good linearity and stability over time. How-
ever, similarly to the DT luminosity measurement, the over-
all rates are too low for bunch-by-bunch measurements or
extracting an absolute calibration during vdM scans. The
RAMSES luminosity is thus calibrated to the normalized
PCC luminosity measurement and is used as an additional
measurement for assessing the luminometer stability with
time.
3 Luminosity determination algorithms
Each bunch crossing gives rise to a certain number of pp
interactions. In a given luminometer, each interaction results
in some number of observables (e.g., hits, tracks, or clus-
ters). If one averages over several unbiased measurements,
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the mean number of observables is
〈Nobservables〉 = 〈Nobservables/interaction〉〈Ninteractions〉
≡ 〈Nobservables/interaction〉μ, (2)
where the average number of interactions per bunch crossing
is denoted by μ, in keeping with the Poisson nature of the
underlying probability distribution. Typically these observ-
ables are averaged over seconds or tens of seconds.
To measure the instantaneous luminosity, we use the fact
that μ is proportional to the single-bunch crossing instanta-




where νr = 11 245.6 Hz is the LHC revolution frequency
during collisions, and σ is the total interaction cross section.
At the LHC, Lb is typically expressed in units of Hz/µb ≡
1030 cm−2 s−1.
Two algorithms have been developed for extracting the
instantaneous luminosity. One method is rate-scaling, where
the raw rate of observables is scaled with calibration con-
stants to the luminosity. Rearranging Eqs. (2) and (3), one
can estimate the instantaneous luminosity using the average







Luminosity is estimated from PCC, PVC, DT, and RAMSES
data using the rate-scaling algorithm.
The second method (zero counting) uses the average frac-
tion of bunch crossings where no observables in a detector
are produced. This zero fraction is then used to infer the
mean number of observables per bunch crossing. The prin-
cipal advantage of the zero-counting method is that it is not
affected by cases where two or more separate signals overlap
in the detector and produce only one reconstructed observ-
able.
Assuming that the probability of no observables in a single
collision is p, then the probability of no observables seen in
a bunch crossing with k interactions is thus simply pk . Aver-
aged over a large number of bunch crossings, with the num-
ber of interactions per bunch crossing distributed according
to a Poisson distribution of mean μ, the expected fraction of







k = e−μ(1−p). (5)
The logarithm of Eq. (5) is proportional to the mean number
of pp interactions per bunch crossing, and hence to the Lb
according to Eq. (3):
Lb = μνr
σ




≡ − ln 〈 f0〉 νr
σvis
. (6)
The actual value of p does not need to be known beforehand,
since it is effectively absorbed in σvis, although it could be
extracted from the measured σvis value. The raw inputs from
HFOC, PLT, and BCM1F are converted to luminosity using
the zero-counting method.
4 Absolute luminosity calibration
Any luminometer requires an externally determined absolute
calibration. Approximate σvis values can be obtained using
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, but these ultimately rely on
theory, i.e., the inelastic pp cross section, and are not expected
to be reliable at the percent level that represents the target
accuracy for the CMS luminosity measurement. At the LHC,
the precision of theoretical predictions for SM processes is
typically limited by the knowledge of the parton distribution
functions in the proton. Although methods independent of
theoretical assumptions have been proposed at the expense
of introducing correlations between low- and high-μ data-
taking periods [32], a more precise and purely experimental
method to determine the luminosity is based on the vdM scan
technique, which is used in this paper.
Beam-separation scans are therefore performed to obtain
calibrated σvis for the luminosity measurement. These were
pioneered by Simon van der Meer at the ISR [10], extended
by Carlo Rubbia to the case of a collider with bunched
beams [11], and have been extensively used by all four major
LHC experiments [12,13]. The key principle of the vdM
scan method is to infer the beam-overlap integral from the
rates measured at different beam separations – provided the
beam displacements are calibrated as absolute distances – as
opposed to measuring the bunch density functions directly.
The basic formalism is described in the following.
4.1 The van der Meer method
The instantaneous luminosity for a single colliding bunch
pair in a colliding-beam accelerator is given by:
Lb = νr n1n2
Aeff
, (7)
where n1 and n2 are the numbers of particles in each of
the two bunches, and Aeff is the effective area of overlap
between the bunches. In general, each of the bunches will be
distributed in the plane transverse to the beam direction, in
which case 1/Aeff can be replaced by an overlap integral of
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the bunch densities, i.e.,
Lb = νr n1n2
∫∫
ρ1(x, y)ρ2(x, y)dxdy, (8)
where x and y represent the horizontal and vertical coordi-
nates in the plane transverse to the beams, and ρ1 and ρ2
are the normalized two-dimensional density distributions for
the two bunches. Here, we have integrated over time and the
longitudinal coordinate z.
If one assumes that the bunch profiles can be factorized
into terms depending only on x and y [10,11], then ρi can be
written as the product of one-dimensional density functions














where Weff and Heff are the effective width and the effective
height of the luminous region. For the ideal case of Gaussian-
distributed bunches with the same width in both beams and
undergoing head-on collisions, Eq. (8) reduces to:
Lb = νr n1n2
4πσxσy
, (10)
where σx and σy are the root-mean-square (RMS) widths
of the horizontal and vertical bunch profiles in either beam,
respectively. In the case of round beams, σx = σy ≡ σb ≡√
εNβ
∗/γ , where εN is the so-called normalized emittance,
γ the relativistic Lorentz factor, and β∗ corresponds to the
value of the optical function β at the IP [33].
We designate the luminosity when the beams are displaced
with respect to each other by an amount w in the x direction,
or an amount h in the y direction, as L(w, h). As shown
in Ref. [10], when a separation scan is performed in the x
direction, in which w is varied in a systematic way from −∞
to +∞, the effective width can be determined from:
Weff =
∫∫




Lb(0, 0) , (11)
where common normalization factors have been canceled in
the second step. Similarly, if a scan is performed in the y







Lb(0, 0) . (12)
For Gaussian-distributed bunches, the resulting scan curves,
L(w, 0) and L(0, h), are also Gaussian with RMS widths of
Σx = Weff =
√
2σx and Σy = Heff =
√
2σy , yielding
Lb = νr n1n2
2πΣxΣy
. (13)
Equations (11) and (12) are quite general, and do not depend
on the assumption of Gaussian-distributed bunches. Indeed,
it is frequently the case that simple Gaussians do not provide
an adequate description of the scan-curve data. In such cases,
we use double-Gaussian functions of the form





















where εx is the fraction of the Gaussian with width σ1x . Nor-
mally the Gaussian with the smaller width σ1x is considered
the core Gaussian, while the Gaussian with the larger width
σ2x is used to fit the tails of the scan curve. Similar rela-
tions apply for the y coordinate. The effective value of Σi
(i = x, y) is then given by
Σi = σ1i σ2i
εiσ2i + (1 − εi )σ1i . (15)
To calibrate a given luminosity algorithm, the absolute lumi-
nosity computed from beam parameters via Eq. (13) is used
in conjunction with Eq. (3) to obtain
σvis = μvis 2πΣxΣy
n1n2
, (16)
where μvis is the visible interaction rate. In this analysis,
μvis is taken as the arithmetic mean of the peak values from
L(w, 0) and L(0, h) in scans that are performed sufficiently
close in time to minimize the impact of varying bunch dis-
tributions over the course of a fill. Equation (16) therefore
provides a direct calibration of the visible cross section for
each algorithm in terms of ΣxΣy and n1n2.
In the LHC, bunches typically cross at a small angle φ in
the horizontal plane at IP 5. This introduces a reduction in














where σx is the width of the luminous region in the crossing
plane andσz is the width in the longitudinal direction. For typ-
ical LHC physics running conditions in 2016, φ  140 µrad,
σx  12µm, and σz  8 cm, and so the reduction from
Eq. (17) is around 10% [34]. The vdM scans are typically car-
ried out under special conditions, where φ = 0, as described
in the following. The values of σvis do not depend on the
crossing angle.
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4.2 Analysis of vdM scan data
While σvis does not depend on beam conditions, the LHC
delivers beams under special conditions to improve the pre-
cision of measurements and to reduce systematic effects. The
vdM filling schemes are characterized by a low number of
colliding bunch pairs at IP 5 (nb = 30–50). The bunches are
widely separated from each other in the LHC orbit, to reduce
the effect of afterglow (as discussed in Sect. 5.1). Special
beam optics with β∗ ≈ 19 m and transverse emittance of
εN ≈ 3.0µm are implemented to produce a relatively large
bunch size of approximately σb = 100µm. Large bunches
reduce the impact of vertex reconstruction resolution in anal-
yses where vertex positions are utilized. A crossing angle of
0 is used for collisions at IP 5 in vdM scans. To minimize the
effect of potential nonlinear response in the luminometers,
the target pileup is set to μ ≈ 0.6, which is 1–2 orders of
magnitude lower than typical physics fills. To achieve that
goal, in addition to the large beam size, the beams have rel-
atively low intensities, which typically begin at (8–9)×1010
protons per filled bunch, resulting in a total intensity of (3.5–
4.0)×1012 per beam for 44 bunches.
The total beam intensities are measured with the DC cur-
rent transformers (DCCT) [35], and the bunch currents mea-
sured with the fast beam current transformers (FBCT) [36],
and cross-checked with the longitudinal density monitors
(LDMs) [37,38] and the beam quality monitors [39]. Because
of the low beam intensity and low collision rate, the lumi-
nosity remains nearly constant over the course of time, in
contrast to typical physics fills [9]. The beam orbit is mon-
itored using two systems, the Diode Orbit and Oscillation
(DOROS) beam position monitors (BPMs) [40] located near
IP 5, and the BPMs located in the LHC arcs adjacent to CMS
(referred to as “LHC arc BPMs”). The latter are transformed
to a beam position at IP 5 using the LHC optics files that are
centrally provided by LHC operators [41]. The orbit is also
tracked using the movements of the luminous region at IP 5
based on the vertices reconstructed with the CMS tracker.
The vdM scan program at IP 5 consists of a series of x-y
scan pairs. Figure 3 shows the progression of these scans in
a calibration fill, with the beam displacement measured by
the DOROS BPMs [40,42].
Typical scan sessions consist of at least three vdM scan
pairs, with one scan in each of the transverse coordinates
per pair. There are two at the start of the fill and another at
the end of fill. In the absence of systematic effects, all scans
are expected to produce compatible results. In each pair, the
scans are typically performed first in the x and then in the
y direction, although sometimes the pair is performed in the
opposite order. In the vdM scans, the two beams are separated
by up to 6σb, and scanned across one another in a sequence
of 25 steps of 30 s each to obtain a statistically significant
measurement.
Dedicated length scale calibration (LSC) scans (described
in Sect. 4.3.4), which are used to calibrate the distance by
which the steering magnets displace the beams, are also
performed typically close in time to the rest of the scans
and using the same collision optics configuration. The LSC
implemented at IP 5 is of a constant-separation type, in which
the two beams are positioned at −2.5 and −1.5σb relative to
nominal and moved together forward in steps of 1σb, main-
taining the 1σb separation between the two beams, until they
reach the +2.5σb point. Then, their positions are swapped,
and they are moved together backward in −1σb steps back
to −2.5σb. The scan is performed once in the x direction and
once in the y direction, with a total of 10 steps of 60 s in
each direction. The LSC scans are performed with succes-
sive forward and backward displacements for multiple mea-
surements under slightly different conditions in case there
are compounding effects that limit precision. The transverse
position of the luminous region is needed for this calibra-
tion and is measured using reconstructed primary vertices in
CMS data.
To test the assumption of transversely factorizable bunch
profiles in Eq. (9), four dedicated beam-imaging (BI) scans
are performed, one for each beam and each transverse direc-
tion. One beam is kept fixed at its head-on position, while the
other is moved and scanned in 19 steps from −4.5 to +4.5σb
along x or y with a duration of 40 s per step. Primary ver-
tices are reconstructed, and their positions are then analyzed
to perform a global fit to derive the transverse bunch density
distributions of the beams (as discussed in Sect. 4.4.1). The
BI scans are also analyzed as regular beam-separation scans.
During both BI and regular vdM scans, the transverse bunch
density distributions are also determined by simultaneously
fitting the beam-separation dependence (“evolution”) on the
luminosity and the luminous region position, orientation, and
spatial width, as reflected in the reconstructed primary ver-
tices (as discussed in Sect. 4.4.2).
The LHC conditions at IP 5 for the luminosity calibration
fills discussed in this paper for 2015 and 2016 are summarized
in Table 1.
Pixel data are collected for PCC and for methods involv-
ing collision vertices using a zero-bias trigger, which col-
lects data from five BCIDs with a total rate of approximately
20 kHz. Figure 4 shows vdM scan data from PCC recorded in
the fifth scan pair of the session in fill 4954. The fit function
corresponds to the double-Gaussian formalism of Eq. (14),
and the parameters are estimated by simultaneously fitting
the PCC and PVC rate measurements. An additional con-
stant term is included to estimate the background originating
from noncollision sources. This function provides a good
description of the data in a range that extends over nearly
three orders of magnitude in rate (χ2/dof ≈ 1 in Fig. 4). For
other luminometers, background rates are either negligible
(PLT and PVC) or estimated and subtracted (BCM1F and
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Fig. 3 Relative change in the positions of beams 1 and 2 measured by the DOROS BPMs during fill 4954 in the horizontal (x) or vertical (y)
directions, as a function of the time elapsed from the beginning of the program. The gray vertical lines delineate vdM, BI, or LSC scans
Table 1 Summary of the LHC conditions at IP 5 for the scan sessions
in pp collisions in 2015 and 2016. The column labeled μ is the average
pileup corresponding toLinit , the latter denoting the initial instantaneous
luminosity. The columns corresponding to “No. of scans” indicate the
total number of vdM, BI, and LSC scans that were performed in either
transverse coordinate, counting only scans used for analysis
Fill
√
s (TeV) Date nb φ (µrad) β∗ (cm) μ Linit (×1030 cm−2 s−1) No. of scans
vdM BI LSC
4266 13 Aug. 2015 30 0 1917 0.6 2.7 6 4 3
4945 13 May 2016 32 0 1917 0.6 2.5 – – 2
4954 13 May 2016 32 0 1917 0.6 2.5 6 4 2
HFOC) prior to the beam parameter fit. Since the instanta-
neous luminosity is relatively low, any nonlinear effect has
a negligibly small impact in any method. The beam-width
parameters (Eq. (15)) measured using different luminome-
ters are in excellent agreement, which is shown in Fig. 5 with
comparisons of Aeff with the nominal PCC+PVC results.
Although the accelerator parameters, such as bunch trans-
verse sizes or intensities, vary during the course of a fill, such
changes cancel in the calculation ofσvis, which should remain
invariant. This is shown in Fig. 6 for the measured σ PCCvis as
a function of time for vdM scans taken in fills 4266 and
4954. After including all the effects described in Sect. 4.3,
σ PCCvis = 9.166 ± 0.056 (stat) and 8.429 ± 0.029 (stat) barns
in 2015 and 2016, respectively, where the bunch-by-bunch
fit uncertainty in Σx , Σy , and μvis is propagated to the mea-
sured σ PCCvis per scan. Since these uncertainties are statistical
in nature, they contribute to the scan-to-scan combination in
an uncorrelated way. The assumption of factorizable proton
bunch densities limits the level of accuracy in the luminosity
scale inferred from Eq. (13). A common approach is thus
adopted at the LHC that includes a dedicated tailoring of the
proton bunch injection chain to minimize the emergence of
non-Gaussian bunch density distributions [43]. Since the fac-
torizability between the x and y distributions could impact
the vdM scan result of the different IPs differently, CMS
reconstructs the individual proton bunch densities during the
BI and vdM scans, as described in Sect. 4.4.
4.3 Corrections to vdM scan data
Several systematic effects can change the measurement of
σvis, and the following sections describe the measurement of
these effects, the corrections used, and the resulting system-
atic uncertainty in σvis.
Adjustments to the bunch-by-bunch charge measurement
are made to correct for spurious charge that is present out-
side the nominally filled part of the slot (Sect. 4.3.1). Then,
we correct for potential sources of bias associated with the
beam position monitoring at the scale of µm. We distinguish
between “orbit drifts”, which we model with smooth, linear
functions, and residual differences relative to the nominal
beam positions, where corrections per scan step are assessed.
Since both effects are time dependent, thereby biasing σvis
incoherently, they are monitored continuously during each
scan (Sect. 4.3.2).
Another source of correction originates from the electro-
magnetic interaction between charged particles in the col-
liding bunches (beam-beam effects); when the beams are
displaced, rather than being head-on, a beam deflection and
change in β∗ may be induced. The former causes the beams
to be more separated than the nominal value from LHC beam
position estimates, whereas the latter influences the spatial
distributions of proton bunches and thus the observed rate.
The resulting corrections to σvis are evaluated at IP 5 [44,45],
and depend on the LHC optics, beam parameters, and filling
scheme (as discussed in Sect. 4.3.3).
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Fig. 4 Example vdM scans for PCC for BCID 41, from the last scan
pair in fill 4954, showing the rate normalized by the product of beam
currents and its statistical uncertainty as a function of the beam sepa-
ration in the x (left) and y (right) direction, and the fitted curves. The
purple curve shows the overall double-Gaussian fit, while the blue, yel-
low, and green curves show the first and second Gaussian components
and the constant component, respectively. All corrections described in
Sect. 4.3 are applied. The lower panels display the difference between
the measured and fitted values divided by the statistical uncertainty
Fig. 5 The two figures show
comparisons of effective area
(Aeff ) of cross-check
luminometers with respect to the
nominal PCC+PVC for fills
4266 (upper) and 4954 (lower).
The points are the ratio of the
Aeff of the labeled luminometer
to PCC+PVC. There are 25 Aeff
values because there are five
scan pairs with five BCIDs
analyzed for each scan pair. The
solid lines are the average of all
the Aeff while the bands are the
standard deviations. In both sets
of data the average comparison
is compatible with unity within
or near the standard deviation
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CMS 2015 (13 TeV)
Bunch crossing identification number
51 771 1631
2211 2674
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CMS 2016 (13 TeV)
Bunch crossing identification number
41 281 872
1783 2063
Fig. 6 The measured σ PCCvis , corrected for all the effects described in
Sect. 4.3, shown chronologically for all vdM scan pairs (where 3 and 4
are BI scans) taken in fills 4266 (upper) and 4954 (lower), respectively.
Each of the five colliding bunch pairs is marked with a different color.
The error bars correspond to the statistical uncertainty propagated from
the vdM fit to σ PCCvis . The band is the standard deviation of all fitted
σ PCCvis values
The vdM method requires an accurate knowledge of the
beam separation. Possible differences in the absolute scale
between the nominal beam separation produced by the steer-
ing of the LHC magnets, as used in Eqs. (11) and (12), and the
actual separation are determined by using the LSC procedure
(Sect. 4.3.4).
4.3.1 Beam current calibration and spurious charge
The LHC beam currents are measured by dedicated devices.
The FBCT system is used to measure the current of individual
bunches in 25 ns bunch slots. The DCCT system provides
a precise (0.2%) measurement of the total current for each
of the two beams; since it is more precise than the FBCT
sum, its scale is used to normalize the sum of the FBCT
measurements.
Both the DCCT and FBCT measurements are sensitive to
additional charges outside the actual colliding bunch. These
components must be measured and subtracted. The LHC
radio frequency (RF) cavities operate at 400 MHz, so a single
25 ns wide bunch slot contains ten 2.5 ns wide “RF buckets”.
Only one RF bucket in a given bunch slot is filled with pro-
tons, and, in principle, the other nine RF buckets are empty.
Similarly, of the total 3564 bunch slots, only a predefined
subset is filled, according to the filling scheme. In practice,
however, a small amount of spurious charge is present in the
nominally empty RF buckets and bunch slots, which should
be subtracted from the n1 and n2 values in Eq. (13). The
amount of “ghost” charge in the nominally empty bunch slots
is included in the DCCT but not in the FBCT measurement,
since the latter is insensitive to bunch charges below a cer-
tain threshold. The out-of-time (satellite) charge occupies RF
buckets adjacent to the main bunch. As such, it can experi-
ence long-range interactions with the main bunch in the other
beam and is visible in the FBCT measurement. The corrected
















where f jsat represents the per-bunch correction due to the
satellite bunch population and fghost is the correction for the
ghost charge.
The spurious charge is measured by the LHC LDM sys-
tem, which provides a precise longitudinal distribution of the
beam charge with a time resolution of 90 ps. The data from
the LDMs for fills 4266 and 4954 indicate that both the ghost
and satellite charges are small. The latter is estimated to be
< 0.1% for each of the two beams and is neglected. No par-
ticular time dependence for either beam is observed, and the
resulting overall spurious-charge correction in σvis amounts
to +0.2 and +0.3% in 2015 and 2016, respectively. This is
applied as a correction to the beam currents in Eq. (16).
The ghost charge is also measured using the beam-gas
imaging method [12,46,47], which compares the beam-gas
rates in bunch crossings at IP 8 (the location of the LHCb
detector) where only one beam contains protons, or where
neither beam contains protons, leading to consistent results
with the LDM measurement. The systematic uncertainty of
0.1% is assigned to cover the difference between the two
estimates of the ghost contributions to the beam current.
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4.3.2 Beam position monitoring
Although the LHC beam orbits are generally stable during
a fill, even a small variation (either random or systematic in
nature) in the beam positions during scans can significantly
affect the resulting calibrations. The beam positions are mea-
sured primarily using the DOROS BPM system. The LHC
arc BPMs, when possible, are used to confirm the stability
of the orbits during the scan.
To measure the orbit drift, we use the beam position mea-
surements in x and y in three 15 s periods when the beams are
nominally colliding head-on: immediately before and after
each scan, as well as at the middle point of the scan, where
the beams are also head-on. For each scan, a fit using a first-
order polynomial is performed from the point before the scan
to the middle point, and it is used to derive the correction for
the first half of the scan. Similarly, a fit from the middle to
the point after the scan is used to correct the second half of
the scan. Figure 7 shows the measured positions along with
the resulting fits. In general, the orbit drift during the 2015
and 2016 vdM scans is less than about 5µm for most of the
scans. However, in the third scan of both series, the orbit
drift was significant enough to shift σvis by approximately
+1.0%. The corrections are derived using the average of the
two BPM systems, and the largest deviation of the correction
from each individual system from the nominal correction is
taken as the value of the systematic uncertainty due to orbit
drift. This is typically 0.1–0.2% overall.
At each scan step, the actual beam separation can be also
affected by systematic or random deviations of the beam posi-
tions from their nominal settings, which, in turn, impact the
observed rate at each scan point. The magnitude of this poten-
tial bias is evaluated from consecutive single-beam orbit mea-
surements at IP 5, provided by the DOROS BPMs and with a
duration of a few seconds each. They are further corrected for
the beam-beam effects (as discussed in Sect. 4.3.3) and the
length scale (as described in Sect. 4.3.4) using the position of
reconstructed vertices as the calibration target. The impact
from beam-beam deflection at the location of the DOROS
BPMs (zDOROS = ±21.5 m away from IP 5) is magnified by
a factor of 1 + tan (πQx/y
)
zDOROS/β∗, where Qx and Qy
are the betatron tune values in the x and y directions [33].
Because these values are different, the resulting factors are
2.7 in the x direction and 2.8 in the y direction. The mea-
surements from the DOROS BPMs are integrated over all
bunches. Therefore, the observed beam-beam deflection may
be overestimated because of the inclusion of noncolliding,
nondeflected bunches. In this analysis, a reduction factor of
0.6 is thus applied on top of the geometric factor in both
years, which is the approximate fraction of the total number
of bunches in the vdM fills that collide at IP 5. The orbit
drift, as described above, is also subtracted from the single-
beam DOROS measurements before forming the actual beam
separation. Finally, an additional length scale correction is
made to DOROS data for each beam and in both of the two
transverse directions. The calibration using vertices, both for
DOROS and nominal LHC positions, determines only the
average length scale for the two beams. The calibrations of
each beam are also not necessarily the same for the two sets
of data. Therefore, a final, relative calibration of the DOROS
data is made to align each beam in both transverse directions
to the scale of the LHC beams. Figure 8 shows the resid-
ual difference in beam separation in all y scans in 2015 and
2016 as well as the residuals per beam in a single scan, which
shows symmetric behavior. The resulting impact on σvis is
in the range −0.6 to +0.4 and −0.5 to −0.2%, with average
values of −0.1 and −0.3%, in 2015 and 2016, respectively.
Corrections are applied for each scan, and the uncertainty
comes from the reduction factor in the beam-beam deflec-
tion correction at the location of the DOROS BPMs.
4.3.3 Beam-beam effects
We distinguish two types of beam-beam interactions that
affect the vdM and BI scan measurements: coherent and
incoherent beam-beam effects. The total correction origi-
nates from the combination of both effects, which affect the
nominal beam separation (coherent) and the detector rate
(incoherent) via the change of the beam shapes.
The closed orbits of the bunches in the scans are shifted
coherently by the angular kick induced by their electromag-
netic repulsion, resulting in an increase in the absolute beam
separation. The size of this additional beam-beam deflec-
tion depends on the transverse beam size, bunch intensi-
ties, collision optics, and separation between the orbits of
colliding bunches. It is calculated based on the Bassetti–
Erskine formalism for the electric field of elliptically dis-
tributed bunches, as discussed in Ref. [48]. The orbit shift
depends linearly on the separation for small nominal beam
separations, reaches a maximum near 2σb (≈ 0.2 mm in fills
4266 and 4954), and decreases nonlinearly towards zero at
larger separations. Figure 9 (left) [44,45] shows the resulting
correction as a function of nominal beam separation, for the
conditions during the scans in fill 4954 (Table 1). The beam-
beam deflection correction increases the Σx and Σy values,
impacting the σvis measurement by about +2.0 (+1.6)% in
2015 (2016).
The incoherent effect corresponds to the change of the
proton bunch density distribution functions ρ(x, y) at the IP
due to deflection at the per-particle level. It causes a change in
the effective β∗, and thus results in a change in the measured
luminosity. This dynamic evolution of β∗ is usually referred
to as the “dynamic-β” effect. The correction for the dynamic-
β effect is evaluated numerically by using a dedicated par-
ticle tracking program that calculates Aeff under different
hypotheses [44,45]. Considering the dynamic-β effect inde-
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Fig. 7 Effect of orbit drift in the horizontal (upper) and vertical (lower)
beam-separation directions during fill 4954. The dots correspond to the
beam positions measured by the DOROS or LHC arc BPMs in µm at
times when the beams nominally collide head-on and in three periods
per scan (before, during, and after) represented by the vertical lines.
First-order polynomial fits are subsequently made to the input from
BPMs (dots) and are used to estimate the orbit drift at each scan step.
Slow, linear orbit drifts are corrected exactly in this manner, and more
discrete discontinuities are corrected on average
Fig. 8 The beam-separation
residuals in y during all scans in
fills 4266 (upper) and 4954
(lower) are shown on the left.
The dots correspond to the
difference (in terms of beam
separation in µm) between the
corrected beam positions
measured by the DOROS BPMs
and the beam separation
provided by LHC magnets
(“nominal”). The error bars
denote the standard deviation in
the measurements. The figures
on the right show the residual
position differences per beam
between the DOROS BPMs and
LHC positions for the first vdM
scans in y in fills 4266 (upper)
and 4954 (lower)
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Fig. 9 Calculated beam-beam deflection due to closed-orbit shift (left)
and the multiplicative rate correction for PLT due to the dynamic-β
effect (right) as a function of the nominal beam separation for the beam
parameters associated with fill 4954 (first scan, BCID 992). Lines rep-
resent first-order polynomial interpolations between any two adjacent
values
pendently of the beam-beam deflection, we obtain the ratio
of the detector rate as shown in Fig. 9 (right). At vdM con-
ditions, the dynamic-β correction can be up to about −2%
at large values of beam separation. Figure 9 shows the effect
is typically larger at higher beam separation. In contrast to
the beam-beam deflection, the dynamic-β correction thus
decreases the original Σx and Σy values. The corresponding
impact on the calculated σvis is about −1.7 (−1.4)% in 2015
(2016).
The total beam-beam correction (i.e., when both the beam-
beam deflection and dynamic-β effects are included) results
in an increase in the calculated σvis of about 0.3 (0.2)% in
2015 (2016) at IP 5. In addition, when considering further
head-on collisions at the IP at the opposite side of the ring
(IP 1 at ATLAS), the effect is approximated as a single-IP
simulation but with shifted betatron tune values. The impact
on σvis is enhanced by a factor of about two, leading to a total
beam-beam correction of +0.6 (+0.4)% in 2015 (2016). The
uncertainty in this calculation is dominated by the uncertainty
in the betatron tune values, which was estimated taking into
account the symmetric tune spread as well as the full shift due
to head-on collisions at a second interaction point (in ATLAS
at IP 1). These considerations translate into an uncertainty of
0.5% in the corrected σvis [44,45].
4.3.4 Length scale calibration
In the canonical vdM formalism described in Sect. 4.1,
it is implicitly assumed that the beam separation is per-
fectly known. Operationally, the nominal displacement of
the beams at the IP is achieved based on a local distortion
(bump) of the orbit using a pair of steering dipoles located on
either side of the IP [49]. The size of the nominal separation is
subject to potential uncertainty associated with the response
of the steering dipoles themselves (e.g., magnet hysteresis) or
lattice imperfection [41], i.e., higher multipole components
in the quadrupoles located within those orbit bumps. For a
given IP, there are four possible bumps, for the two possible
displacement directions of the two beams.
An accurate calibration for the size of the bumps can be
obtained using the CMS tracker. In particular, for small ver-
tex displacements, the uncertainty in the reconstructed vertex
position in x or y is ≈ 20µm for zero-bias collisions [29].
During LSC scans, the data for each separation distance con-
tains several hundred thousand reconstructed vertices, yield-
ing a position measurement with submicron precision.
The vdM scans described in Sect. 4.2 are typically done
by moving the beams in equal steps in opposite directions.
Since the two beams have independent length scales, the
full separation correction is obtained from the mean of the
length scale corrections per beam. Separate scans, wherein
both beams are moved in steps in the same direction, are
thus required to obtain the LSC. A more detailed description
on the relationship between the calibration constant associ-
ated with the “offset” (i.e., the arithmetic mean between the
transverse beam positions) and the observed quantities dur-
ing LSC scans can be found in Ref. [12]. Here, for each scan
step, the centroid of the luminous region is measured as the
mean from a Gaussian fit to the observed vertex positions. A
calibration constant for each transverse direction is extracted
with a first-order polynomial fit to the difference between the
measured mean position and the nominal offset as a function
of the latter. This constant corresponds to the average cali-
bration of the bumps of the two beams. It is then applied as
a scale factor to correct the nominal beam displacement.
The nominal offset is also affected by the random and
systematic beam position deviations described in Sect. 4.3.2.
The beam positions at each step are monitored using DOROS
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Fig. 10 Fits to LSC forward (purple) and backward (green) scan data
for the x (upper) and y (lower) LSC scans in fill 4945. The error bars
denote the statistical uncertainty in the fitted luminous region centroid
BPMs. We estimate the arithmetic mean of the measured step
sizes as a good representation of the nominal settings, after
excluding outlier step sizes based on an iterative procedure.
The difference of the remaining step sizes from the mean is
used to correct the nominal offsets, and their standard devi-
ation is the uncertainty due to beam position deviations. The
correction improves the quality of the first-order polynomial
fits and the forward-to-backward scan agreement. Consistent
results are also found using the LHC arc BPMs to derive the
correction for beam position deviations.
The fit results for the x and y LSC scans are shown in
Fig. 10 for fill 4945. The difference between the measured
displacement of the beam centroid and the nominal displace-
ment of the beams, corrected for the estimated beam posi-
tion deviation, is plotted as a function of the latter. In all
cases, the data are well described by first-order polynomial
fits with calibration constants differing on average from zero
by −0.3 and −0.8% in the horizontal plane in 2015 and
2016, respectively, and by −0.1 and −0.5% in the vertical
plane. The combined correction to the visible cross section is
(−0.4±0.2) and (−1.3±0.3)%. The total uncertainty, equal
to the uncertainty contributions from the x and y planes added
in quadrature, includes the statistical uncertainty in the first-
order polynomial fits (< 0.1%), the variation between the
two scan directions and the different scans (0.1%), a tracker
alignment uncertainty (< 0.1%), and the uncertainty from
the estimated beam position deviations (0.1–0.2%).
4.4 Transverse factorizability
The use of the vdM scan technique to measure Aeff relies
on the assumption that the proton bunch density functions
are factorizable into x- and y-dependent components, as
described in Sect. 4.1. If this condition is not met exactly,
the measurements of Aeff and σvis will be biased. To cor-
rect for this potential bias, the bunch density distributions
are measured independently with two methods, which are
used in a combined way to evaluate Aeff . In both methods,
primary vertices are reconstructed from tracks measured in
the CMS silicon tracker.
4.4.1 Beam-imaging method
In the BI method [50,51], the distributions of reconstructed
vertices during BI scans are used to obtain an image of the
transverse bunch profiles integrated over the scanning direc-
tion. A primary vertex resolution comparable to or smaller
than the transverse beam sizes is necessary to extract the
beam profiles from the measured distributions. The two-
dimensional distribution in x and y of the reconstructed ver-
tices depends on the overlap of the bunch density functions,
their transverse separations Δx and Δy, and the vertex reso-
lution V of the CMS tracker system as:
N vtx(x, y;Δx,Δy) ∝ ρ1(x, y)ρ2(x + Δx, y + Δy) ⊗ V .
(19)
The combination of the vertex distributions from all steps of






ρ1(x, y)ρ2(x + Δx, y)d(Δx)
]
⊗ V
= ρ1(x, y)(Mxρ2)(y) ⊗ V . (20)
Here, (Mxρ2)(y) =
∫
ρ2(x, y)dx denotes that the proton
bunch density of the second beam appears marginalized in
the direction of the scan. This results from the assumption
that the step size is small enough with respect to the width of
the bunch densities, so we can replace the sum over discrete
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Scan #4, t model: g1+g2 – g3
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Scan #4, t model: g1+g2 – g3
Fill 4954, beam-imaging method
Fig. 11 Example of the pull distributions of the fit model of Eq. (22)
with respect to the vertex distribution that constrains beam 2 in the
y direction recorded in fill 4954. The upper plot shows the two-
dimensional pull distributions, and the lower plots show the per-bin
pulls averaged over the same radial distance (lower left) or angle (lower
right). The error bars in the lower plot denote the standard error in the
mean of the pulls in each bin. The fluctuations observed in the radial
projection of the residuals are included in the uncertainty estimation
scan points with a continuous integral over Δx . This two-
dimensional vertex distribution can be exploited to constrain
the transverse correlations of the bunch density of the first
beam.
Combining four such vertex distributions accumulated
during the BI scan set, we reconstruct the two-dimensional
proton bunch densities of the two beams from a simultaneous
fit. This requires knowledge of the primary vertex resolution,
which is modeled with a two-dimensional Gaussian function.
Convolving with the primary vertex resolution is then analyt-
ically possible for bunch density models built from Gaussian
functions.
Models for the proton bunch density are built from Gaus-
sian distributions parameterized with an additional correla-
tion parameter :
g j (x, y) = 1














− 2 j xy
σ j xσ j y
])
, (21)
where j indicates the beam number ( j = 1 or 2). More
complicated models are constructed with sums of these indi-
vidual correlated Gaussian distributions. Distributions with
a wide tail are better described by adding a Gaussian com-
ponent with a small weight and a large width. Distributions
with a flattened central part can be modeled with an addi-
tional component with a small negative weight and a narrow
width. Typically, both nonzero correlation parameters and
different widths are required to describe the nonfactorizabil-
ity observed in data.
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The best description of the BI data collected in 2015 and
2016 for the five bunch crossings used is achieved consis-
tently with a sum of three Gaussian distributions, where the
narrow component has a negative weight:
ρ j (x, y) = −w j,1g j,1(x, y) + w j,2g j,2(x, y)
+(1 + w j,1 − w j,2)g j,3(x, y). (22)
Figure 11 shows the two-dimensional pull distribution, i.e.,
(N vtxdata−N vtxfit )/σdata, and the one-dimensional projections for
the vertex distributions collected in the BI scan where the first
beam is moved vertically for one bunch crossing in fill 4954.
In these fits, the effects from the beam-beam deflection and
dynamic-β are included in the positions of the reconstructed
vertices and as per-vertex weights, respectively, whereas the
impact of orbit drift is negligibly small.
The value of Aeff can then be calculated from an integra-
tion of the overlap of the bunch densities directly (i.e., Aeff =∫∫
ρ1(x, y)ρ2(x, y)dxdy). This is compared to the value of
Aeff obtained from an MC simulated vdM scan pair generated
with the reconstructed bunch densities as input, and analyzed
with the vdM method (i.e., Aeff = 1/(2πΣMCx ΣMCy )). The
difference between the two values yields the bias of the vdM
results, and is applied as a correction to σvis values. The bias is
computed separately for each bunch crossing, and the results
are shown in Fig. 12. The values for the estimated bias are
averaged, resulting in a correction of +1.3 (0.9)% in σvis for
2015 (2016) because of the assumption of x-y factorization.
To estimate the uncertainty in the measured bias, the MC
simulation of the vdM scans is repeated multiple times and
the RMS of the resulting biases is 0.1% for both years, which
is considered as the statistical uncertainty in the vdM scans.
Additionally, a systematic uncertainty is evaluated with a
closure test: simulated models are constructed by randomly
drawing parameters of the fit model in Eq. (22). These are
used to simulate MC pseudo-experiments by generating BI
scan data, which are then fitted with the same model and pro-
cedure. Comparing simulated models with fit quality and fit-
ted correction values similar to the data fits, the bias obtained
from the bunch densities reconstructed from the fit agrees
well on average with the true bias of the simulated model.
The RMS of the distributions of deviations is 0.5% for both
years. We assign this RMS as the systematic uncertainty.
4.4.2 Luminous region evolution
In this method, which was inspired by Ref. [13], the lumi-
nosity and luminous region geometry are used to recon-
struct the bunch density distributions in three dimensions
and as a function of time. Using single-beam parameters,
described in the following, bunch profiles are then gener-
ated for simulated vdM scans and treated as genuine vdM
scan data. Similar to the BI method, the impact of factoriza-
Fig. 12 Factorization bias estimated from the fits to the BI bunch-by-
bunch data in fills 4266 (upper) and 4954 (lower). The error bars denote
sources of uncertainty (statistical and systematic), added in quadrature,
in the factorization bias estimates
tion is extracted by comparing the “measured” luminosity
extracted from the one-dimensional vdM simulated bunch
profiles with the “true” luminosity from the computed four-
dimensional (x , y, z, t) overlap integral of the single-bunch
distributions. The luminous region is modeled by a three-
dimensional ellipsoid whose parameters (nine in total) are
extracted from an unbinned maximum likelihood fit of a
three-dimensional Gaussian function to the spatial distribu-
tion of the primary vertices [29]. The vertex resolution is
determined from data as part of the fitting procedure.
The bunch profiles ρ j (x, y, z), parameterized per beam
j , are the sum of three individual Gaussian distributions
g j,1...3(x, y, z) with common mean, but arbitrary width and
orientation parameters (referred to as “bunch parameters” in
the following):
ρ j (x, y, z) = w j,1g j,1(x, y, z) + w j,2g j,2(x, y, z)
+(1 − w j,1 − w j,2)g j,3(x, y, z). (23)
The overlap integral of Eq. (23) is evaluated at each scan
step to predict the true luminosity and the geometry of the
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Fig. 13 Beam-separation
dependence of the luminosity
and some luminous region
parameters during the first
horizontal vdM scan in fill 4954.
The points represent the
luminosity normalized by the
beam current product (upper
left), the horizontal position of
the luminous centroid (upper
right), and the horizontal and
vertical luminous region widths
(lower left and right). The error
bars represent the statistical
uncertainty in the luminosity,
and the fit uncertainty in the
luminous region parameters.
The line is the result of the
three-Gaussian (g1 + g2 ± g3)
fit described in the text. In all
cases, the lower panels show the
one-dimensional pulls
luminous region for a given set of bunch parameters. In this
calculation, we consider the impact of beam-beam effects,
LSC, and orbit drifts. The bunch parameters are then adjusted
according to a χ2 minimization procedure to determine the
best-fit centroid position, orientation, and the widths (cor-
rected for the primary vertex resolution) of the luminous
region measured at each step of a BI or vdM scan. An example
of a fit to the PCC luminosity and luminous region geome-
try is illustrated in Fig. 13 for one of the horizontal scans
in fill 4954 and a subset of the three-dimensional ellipsoid
parameters. One of the four figures shows the variation in the
beam width in y during the x-separation beam scan, which
is indicative of nonfactorization. The goodness of fit is bet-
ter than χ2/dof = 1.8 for both years, with some systematic
deviations being apparent mainly in the tails of the scan. The
fits are repeated by substituting PLT as the luminosity input,
but no particular dependence is seen.
This procedure is applied to all (i.e., BI and vdM) scans
in fills 4266 and 4954, and the results are summarized in
Fig. 14. The σvis extracted from the standard vdM analysis
with the assumption that factorization is valid is smaller by
0.6–1.1 (0.2)% than that computed from the reconstructed
single-bunch parameters in fill 4266 (4954). Similar to the
evaluation in the BI method, the uncertainty amounts to
0.6%. This uncertainty is dominated by the standard devi-
ation in simulation-driven closure tests, and includes the
fit uncertainty in data and the contributions from beam-
beam effects, length scale, and orbit drift. These observa-
tions are thus consistent with the ones obtained in Sect. 4.4.1
in terms of absolute magnitude during the BI scans. The
two results are combined to produce the final correction in
σvis of +(0.8–1.3 ± 0.5) and +(0.6 ± 0.5)% in 2015 and
2016, respectively. The final corrections retain the time evo-
lution derived uniquely from the luminous region evolution
method.
5 Rate corrections under physics running conditions
The calibration scans described in the previous sections are
performed with a small number of well-separated proton
bunches with low bunch intensity. In contrast, during nominal
conditions, the collision rate is generally maximized to pro-
duce large data sets for physics measurements and searches.
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Fig. 14 Ratio of the σvis evaluated from the overlap integral of the
reconstructed single-bunch profiles in two (BI method) or three (lumi-
nous region evolution) spatial dimensions to that determined by the vdM
method, assuming factorization, and their combination. The central val-
ues are displayed as points or with a line while the corresponding full
uncertainties are shown as hatched areas. Different methods (including
the combination) are color coded. Each point corresponds to one scan
pair in fills 4266 (left) and 4954 (right). The statistical uncertainty is
shown by the error bars
This section describes the corrections that are applied to
uncalibrated luminometer rates to ensure that the final lumi-
nosity values are accurate. These corrections, summarized in
Table 2 for 2016, compensate for out-of-time pileup, effi-
ciency, and nonlinearity effects for each individual lumi-
nometer.
5.1 Out-of-time pileup corrections
The measurements in most detectors have out-of-time pileup
contributions that do not arise from the in-time pp colli-
sion within the 25 ns window of the bunch crossing. Ide-
ally, these contributions should be subtracted from all bunch
crossings before the total instantaneous luminosity is com-
puted. There are generally two types of effects that are con-
sidered: spillover of electronic signals and real additional
response from material activation. These are denoted as type
1 (T1) and 2 (T2) afterglow, respectively.
The T1 afterglow generally only impacts the following
bunch crossing because electronic signals tend to decline
exponentially and hence two bunches later (50 ns) the signal
is again below threshold. The T1 contribution in bunch n+1
from bunch n is proportional to Lb(n). Thus, the model for
the correction is:
Lb,corr(n + 1) = Lb,uncorr(n + 1) − αT1Lb,corr(n), (24)
where αT1 is detector dependent and sometimes time depen-
dent; αT1 ranges from 0.005 for BCM1F to 0.02 for HFOC
to as large as 0.09 for PCC.
In contrast, T2 afterglow tends to impact all bunch cross-
ings, because the half-life of the activated material can be
longer than several bunch crossings. The response can be
modeled with a single- or double-exponential distribution.
The impact of T2 afterglow varies by filling scheme and
by detector. In fills where nb is low and where the bunches
are well separated, the T2 corrections are very small and
often completely negligible, as is the case by design in the
vdM calibration fills. When LHC fills contain several hun-
dred bunches, the corrections start to contribute at the percent
level in most bunches. With maximally full filling schemes,
the corrections can be up to about 4 (15)% for PCC (HFOC).
Although there are clearly two distinct components, a
combined (T1 and T2) model can be constructed that gives
the response for a specific bunch crossing, accounting for
contributions from all other 3563 bunch crossing slots. This
model is referred to as the single-bunch response (SBR). The
SBR for HFOC luminosity is taken directly from data in a
reference fill with nb = 2 for approximately the first half
of the bunch crossings, and the bunches in the second half
are smoothly extrapolated using an exponential model. The
SBR is normalized to Lb(n) and it is then subtracted from all
other bunch slots. This procedure is repeated for all bunch
crossings.
After the corrections from the SBR are applied, empty
bunch slots, where there are no collisions, should have a rate
of zero. For PCC, the SBR is determined by optimizing αT1,
which is time dependent and measured in intervals of about
20 min, and the parameters of the exponential used for T2
corrections, such that there is minimal residual rate in the
noncolliding bunch slots. Figure 15 shows per-bunch data in
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Table 2 Summary of the rate corrections under physics running condi-
tions in 2016 applied separately to each luminometer. For HFOC, two
distinct sources of out-of-time pileup corrections are provided. In the
first and second columns, the vdM calibration condition and the relative
agreement of the luminometers in terms of Aeff relative to PCC during
fill 4954 are given, respectively. The DT luminosity is also corrected for
a very small additional muon rate from beam halo and cosmic sources,
which is treated as a constant per fill
vdM calibrated vdM calibration agree-







PCC Yes – 0–4 1 –
DT No – – – –
HFOC Yes 0.2 0–15, 1–5 1 0–10
PLT Yes 0.1 – 0–10 −0.2 to +1.4/(Hz/µb)
PVC Yes <0.1 – – –
RAMSES No – – – –
a fill from 2016 before and after the afterglow corrections for
PCC are applied.
The empty bunch slots are also used to estimate the resid-
ual afterglow after the full set of corrections is applied. The
corrected rate in the first empty bunch slot after a colliding
bunch slot is used to estimate the residual T1 response. Like-
wise, the 2nd to 30th empty bunch slots are used to estimate
the residual T2 effect. This procedure is performed for the
entire 2015 and 2016 data sets for PCC and HFOC luminos-
ity measurements. A window covering all residuals over the
course of each data set is used as the systematic uncertainty
in the final corrections. The resulting uncertainty for PCC






These types of per-bunch luminosity corrections are
applied for PCC, HFOC, and BCM1F, whereas PLT is
almost completely background free and no such correction is
needed. Since the DT and RAMSES measurements integrate
over all bunch crossings, out-of-time pileup corrections can
only be applied on average to the integrated rates. For DT
these amount to 0–1%, while no corrections are applied to
RAMSES.
A second type of T1 afterglow affects the HFOC lumi-
nosity. This is the case where the afterglow from a preced-
ing bunch and the signal from the current bunch are both
under the threshold to be counted as a hit, but their sum
exceeds the threshold. This effect is referred to as the “bunch
train effect”, because it affects only active bunches preceded
by other active bunches (that is, bunches within a train, as
opposed to “leading” bunches at the beginning of a train).
The method previously described for estimating T1 after-
glow does not include this contribution. This effect is mea-
sured in a dedicated study comparing the double ratio of
the leading bunch in a train relative to the second bunch for
HFOC divided by the same ratio for PCC. A single correc-
tion model with magnitude 1–5%, linearly increasing with
instantaneous luminosity, is determined utilizing most valid
data from 2016.
Fig. 15 The upper plot shows the instantaneous luminosity measured
from PCC as a function of BCID before (filled blue points) and after
(open red points) afterglow corrections are applied for each colliding
bunch. The upper panel shows a subset of bunch crossings colliding at
IP 5, and the lower panel shows empty bunch crossings (the scale is
different in the two panels to show differences more clearly). The open
red points in the lower panel lie close to 0, indicating that any residual
PCC response is small in empty bunch slots. The lower plot shows the
estimated residual T1 and T2 afterglow as a function of time during the
full range of 2016 data for both PCC and HFOC, which use the same
afterglow subtraction methodology
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5.2 Efficiency corrections
Radiation damage can affect the detector response by reduc-
ing efficiency, increasing noise, or both. Noise is typically
a small effect for most luminometers, but reduced response
in detectors due to radiation damage can have significant
(percent-level) effects, and so corrections are required. Cor-
rections are measured against a stable benchmark relative to
the performance at or near the vdM scans, and are applied to
σvis. Shifts of 0–10% in detector response in the PLT in 2016
are corrected using RAMSES as a benchmark, whereas the
impact of radiation damage on the HF efficiency is corrected
using a parameterization derived from a model of aging. An
HF efficiency correction of 1% is derived by measuring the
average energy deposits in the HF in events characterized by
the presences of Zbosons that decay to two muons with large
transverse momentum.
A further efficiency correction is necessary for the PCC
measurement. The pixel detector has a static internal mem-
ory buffer for data storage before the trigger decision is
taken. When the buffer is filled, the oldest data overflows
and are lost. This effect is proportional to the total instan-
taneous luminosity, and it can be estimated by studying
the frequency of missing pixel clusters in otherwise well-
reconstructed tracks [29]. In 2016, the effect was 1.0%
at 1.4×1034 cm−2 s−1. A correction proportional to total
instantaneous luminosity is applied, and the total impact on
integrated luminosity is 0.2%. Since the total luminosity in
2015 is substantially lower, no correction is applied. The PCC
also has very small noise corrections.
5.3 Nonlinear response
In the absence of out-of-time pileup, the PCC luminosity is
expected to be linear, according to simulations, so no cor-
rections are applied. Moreover, the ratios of PCC to both DT
and RAMSES luminosity measurements are highly compati-
ble as a function of the instantaneous luminosity without any
corrections. The HFOC response in 2015 and 2016, on the
other hand, exhibits significant nonlinearity compared to the
other luminometers. The main source of nonlinearity is the
uncalibrated ADC-to-charge conversion applied at the time
of data taking. Data from fill 5416, which exhibit a wide range
of instantaneous luminosity, are used to model the correction
for HFOC with a fourth-order polynomial. This smooth func-
tion extrapolates to the σvis calibration at low pileup within
uncertainty. This single model is used to correct the nonlinear
behavior of HFOC (0–10% higher response when compared
to PCC) throughout 2016.
As described in Sect. 3, nonlinearity corrections are
also needed for PLT. The corrections are modeled with a
first-order polynomial. The parameters are time dependent,
because of changes in the PLT operating conditions during
the course of 2015 and 2016. These corrections, amount-
ing to −0.2 to +1.4/(Hz/µb), are derived by comparing with
RAMSES data in five different periods.
6 Detector stability and linearity
After the rate corrections are applied (as discussed in Sect. 5),
comparisons between different luminometers are performed
to assess remaining systematic effects impacting the lumi-
nosity measurement. Since PCC is expected to suffer the
least from nonlinearities, as described in Sect. 2.1, once out-
of-time pileup effects are corrected, PCC is the preferred
luminometer for these data sets in the following estimates
for stability and potential nonlinearity.
6.1 Upper bounds on stability
One measurement of potential instability in the PCC lumi-
nosity comes from intrinsic monitoring (i.e., comparing rates
from different sections/parts of the subdetector over time).
In a perfectly stable system, the fractional rates among dif-
ferent subcomponents would exhibit no variation with time.
Figure 16 shows the result of applying out-of-time pileup cor-
rections (as discussed in Sect. 5.1) separately to each pixel
layer or disk. The sum of the per-region corrections matches
the total, nominal correction made for all PCC regions to bet-
ter than 0.1%. After the corrections are applied, the relative
rates are quite stable over the course of 2015 and 2016. This
is also shown in Fig. 16, where the relative PCC rates over
time are simultaneously fit to a first-order polynomial.
However, this method cannot detect global shifts in σvis,
and so it is crucial to make comparisons with completely
independent systems. With multiple independent systems
available for comparison, luminometers displaying brief
periods of instability can be clearly identified. The cross-
detector comparison is repeated for the entire data set for each
year to detect periods where a single luminometer experi-
ences transient effects (e.g., data quality issues, some detector
components off, anomalous signals, etc.). Figure 17 shows
the ratio of the luminosity measurements for different pairs
of detectors throughout 2016, highlighting (in red) periods
where the ratios significantly deviate from unity and so the
associated data are invalidated.
After the exclusion of invalidated data, which amount to
5% for each luminometer, the remaining input from dif-
ferent luminometers is used to assess an upper limit on the
stability of the luminosity. PCC measurements are valid for
98.3 (94.3)% of the data set in 2015 (2016). The rest of the
luminosity is provided by the next most stable luminometer,
which is RAMSES (HFOC) for 2015 (2016). The primary
luminosity, which is PCC or luminosity from the next most
stable detector when PCC is unavailable, is compared with
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Fig. 16 The relative
contribution to the total number
of observed pixel clusters from
the four regions of the pixel
detector used in the luminosity
measurement (barrel layers 2
and 3, and inner and outer
forward pixel disks), as a
function of time throughout
2016. The lines represent
first-order polynomial fits to the
relative contributions from each
region



























the next-best available luminometer (secondary). In Fig. 18,
the latter is selected using the lowest standard deviation in
the ratio relative to PCC over fixed time intervals of approx-
imately 20 min each. The position of the mean shows the
agreement between the luminometers on the integrated lumi-
nosity. The width reflects stability effects, as well as residual
statistical uncertainty in the luminosity measurement in each
interval. From the distribution over the course of each year,
the width is an upper limit on the uncertainty due to time
dependencies in the luminometers. For 2015 (2016) a sys-
tematic uncertainty due to detector stability of 0.6 (0.5)% is
derived.
6.2 Time dependence of linearity
We make use of two methods for assessing the detector
linearity. The primary method compares the ratio of the
instantaneous luminosity from two luminometers per fill as
a function of the instantaneous luminosity, which is esti-
mated from the numerator. A first-order polynomial fit is
performed and the slope is extracted. The slopes per fill are
then studied as a function of time. No significant deviation
over time is observed between DT/PCC or RAMSES/PCC
and HFOC/PCC, DT/PCC, or RAMSES/PCC in 2015 and
2016, respectively.
To estimate the uncertainty, the fitted slopes are weighted
according to the per-fill integrated luminosity. The mean val-
ues deviate slightly from 0, and the largest deviation is the
systematic uncertainty in the linearity of PCC luminosity.
Figure 19 shows the summary of these slopes for 2015 and
2016 at
√
s = 13 TeV both for the whole year, and for subsets
of each data set with equal luminosity. The largest average
slope is 0.26 (0.08)%/(Hz/µb) in 2015 (2016), which trans-
lates into a 0.5 (0.3)% uncertainty in the integrated lumi-
nosity of the 2015 (2016) data set, where the average Lb is
approximately 2.0 (3.3) Hz/µb.
The alternative method makes use of the entire data set
throughout the year, and extracts a single relative slope with
a first-order polynomial fit. To remove effects from variations
in the absolute luminosity scale over time, the per-fill ratios
are shifted such that their extrapolation at zero luminosity
is unity. The results are consistent with the primary method
described above.
7 Total luminosity correction and uncertainty
For each data set, final rate corrections and final calibrations
are applied to data in small time windows of 218 LHC orbits,
approximately 23 s. All the measurements are summed to
derive a total integrated luminosity measurement. The con-
tributions to the systematic uncertainty in the integrated lumi-
nosity are divided into two general categories:
– “normalization” uncertainty in the absolute luminosity
scale, σvis, determined from the vdM scan procedure
– “integration” uncertainty associated with σvis variations
over time (stability) and pileup (linearity and out-of-time
pileup corrections).
The magnitudes of the corrections applied to the absolute nor-
malization from the vdM calibration are listed in Table 3, and
Table 4 summarizes the sources of uncertainty. The dominant
sources of normalization uncertainty are associated with the
beam position monitoring (as discussed in Sect. 4.3.2), trans-
verse factorizability (as explained in Sect. 4.4), and beam-
beam effects (as described in Sect. 4.3.3).
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Fig. 17 The luminosity
measurements from PCC,
HFOC, and RAMSES are
compared as a function of the
integrated luminosity in 2016.
Comparison among three
luminometers facilitates the
identification of periods where a
single luminometer suffers from
transient stability issues. The
ratios that are plotted in red
contain invalidated data. The
dashed line delineates the vdM
calibration (fill 4954)


























RAMSES/PCC (invalidated) HFOC/PCC (invalidated)
CMS 2016 (13 TeV)
Fig. 18 The ratio of the primary (best available) to secondary (next-
best available) luminosity as computed in time windows of approxi-
mately 20 min each. The left plot shows the 2015 results (principally
PCC/RAMSES), and the right plot shows the 2016 results (principally
PCC/HFOC). Each entry is weighted by the integrated luminosity for
the time period
The dominant sources of integration uncertainty arise
from the linearity and stability of the primary relative to
secondary luminosity measurements over the course of each
year (as discussed in Sect. 6). In addition, the subleading sys-
tematic uncertainty due to out-of-time pileup corrections is
considered for the PCC method since it is primarily used for
the luminosity estimate.
Several sources of normalization uncertainty are consid-
ered to be correlated for the years studied because the scan
procedures and analysis methodology are identical between
the two vdM calibrations. The sources of the normalization
uncertainty that are not correlated between the two vdM pro-
grams, and are partly statistical in nature, are the orbit drift,
along with the scan-to-scan and bunch-to-bunch variations
in the measured σvis. The latter are collectively referred to as
“other variations in σvis” in Table 4.
Among the sources of integration uncertainty, the after-
glow corrections are treated identically in the two data sets,
and so this source of systematic uncertainty is correlated. The
estimate of the uncertainty due to linearity is considered to be
correlated, since it is derived from the PCC linearity in both
years. On the other hand, the stability assessment is based on
cross-detector comparisons. Although PCC is the primary
luminometer in each data set, the secondary luminometer is
different for each year. Since the source of instability can-
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Fig. 19 Linearity summary for 2015 (upper) and 2016 (lower) at
√
s =
13 TeV. The slopes are plotted for each detector relative to PCC. The
markers are averages of fill-by-fill slopes from fits binned in roughly
equal fractions of the total integrated luminosity through the year. The
error bars on the markers are the propagated statistical uncertainty from
fitted slope parameters in each fill, which are weighted by integrated
luminosities of each fill. The dashed lines and corresponding hatched
areas show the average from the entire data set and its uncertainty
not be assessed and contains time-dependent features, the
uncertainty is not correlated.
The tool used for providing luminosity values to physics
analyses applies the corrections to the raw luminosity values
using the average per-bunch luminosity, rather than the indi-
vidual bunch-by-bunch values. This potentially introduces an
error in the case where these corrections include a nonlinear
term and the bunch-by-bunch luminosity varies significantly
among bunches. We evaluated the effect of this approxima-
tion on 2016 data, and found that the overall impact on the
integrated luminosity was <0.1%.
Table 3 Summary of the BCID-averaged corrections to σvis (in %)
obtained with the vdM scan calibrations at
√
s = 13 TeV in 2015 and
2016. When a range is shown, it is because of possible scan-to-scan
variations. To obtain the impact on σvis, each correction is consecutively
included, the fits are redone following the order below, and the result is
compared with the baseline. The impact from transverse factorizability
is obtained separately (as discussed in Sect. 4.4)
Source Impact on σvis (%)
2015 2016
Ghost and satellite charge +0.2 +0.3
Orbit drift +0.6 to +1.0 +0.2 to +1.0
Residual beam position corrections −0.6 to +0.4 −0.5 to −0.2
Beam-beam effects +0.6 +0.4
Length scale calibration −0.4 −1.3
Transverse factorizability +0.8 to +1.3 +0.6
Finally, the quantity measured by the luminometers is the
luminosity delivered to CMS; however, the quantity of inter-
est to most physics analyses is the luminosity corresponding
to the data actually recorded by the CMS DAQ system. These
are related by the deadtime, as obtained from the trigger and
clock system of CMS [21]. In 2015 this measurement was
affected by an algorithm issue in the trigger system and has
an uncertainty of 0.5%, but this problem was resolved before
data taking began in 2016, so in 2016 the impact is negligible
(<0.1%) and uncorrelated with 2015.
When applying the vdM calibration to the entire periods,
the total integrated luminosity is 2.27 fb−1 with a relative
precision of 1.6% in 2015, and 36.3 fb−1 with a relative pre-
cision of 1.2% in 2016. The combined 2015+2016 luminos-
ity measurement has a precision of 1.2%, which is the same
as the 2016 precision since it is the significantly larger data
set and the precision in 2015 is similar.
8 Summary
The luminosity calibration using beam-separation (van der
Meer, vdM) scans has been presented for data from proton–
proton collisions recorded by the CMS experiment in 2015
and 2016 when all subdetectors were fully operational. The
main sources of systematic uncertainty are related to resid-
ual differences between the measured beam positions and the
ones provided by the operational settings of the LHC mag-
nets, the factorizability of the transverse spatial distributions
of proton bunches, and the modeling of effects on the pro-
ton distributions due to electromagnetic interactions among
protons in the colliding bunches. When applying the vdM
calibration to the entire data-taking period, the relative stabil-
ity and linearity of luminosity subdetectors (luminometers)
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Table 4 Summary of contributions to the relative systematic uncer-
tainty in σvis (in %) at
√
s = 13 TeV in 2015 and 2016. The systematic
uncertainty is divided into groups affecting the description of the vdM
profile and the bunch population product measurement (normalization),
and the measurement of the rate in physics running conditions (integra-
tion). The fourth column indicates whether the sources of uncertainty
are correlated between the two calibrations at
√
s = 13 TeV
Source 2015 (%) 2016 (%) Corr
Normalization uncertainty
Bunch population
Ghost and satellite charge 0.1 0.1 Yes
Beam current normalization 0.2 0.2 Yes
Beam position monitoring
Orbit drift 0.2 0.1 No
Residual differences 0.8 0.5 Yes
Beam overlap description
Beam-beam effects 0.5 0.5 Yes
Length scale calibration 0.2 0.3 Yes
Transverse factorizability 0.5 0.5 Yes
Result consistency
Other variations in σvis 0.6 0.3 No
Integration uncertainty
Out-of-time pileup corrections
Type 1 corrections 0.3 0.3 Yes
Type 2 corrections 0.1 0.3 Yes
Detector performance
Cross-detector stability 0.6 0.5 No
Linearity 0.5 0.3 Yes
Data acquisition
CMS deadtime 0.5 <0.1 No
Total normalization uncertainty 1.3 1.0 –
Total integration uncertainty 1.0 0.7 –
Total uncertainty 1.6 1.2 –
are included in the uncertainty in the integrated luminosity
measurement as well.
The resulting relative precision in the calibration from the
vdM scans is 1.3 (1.0)% in 2015 (2016) at
√
s = 13 TeV; the
integration uncertainty due to luminometer-specific effects
contributes 1.0 (0.7)%, resulting in a total uncertainty of
1.6 (1.2)%; when applying the vdM calibration to the entire
periods, the total integrated luminosity is 2.27 (36.3) fb−1.
The final precision is among the best achieved at bunched-
beam hadron colliders. Advanced techniques are used to
estimate and correct for the bias associated with the beam
position monitoring at the scale of µm, the factorizability of
the transverse beam distribution, and beam-beam effects. In
addition, detailed luminometer rate corrections and the inclu-
sion of novel measurements (such as the data from the Radi-
ation Monitoring System for the Environment and Safety)
lead to precise estimates of the stability and linearity over
time.
In the coming years, a similarly precise calibration of
the real-time luminosity delivered to the LHC will become
increasingly important for standard operations. Under those
conditions, the impact of out-of-time pileup effects is
expected to be larger, but in principle they can be mitigated
using techniques described in this paper.
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